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 This research focuses on the education-based online learning platform. Due 
to the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) epidemic, online education is 

gaining global popularity. It has shown how successful it is in investigating 

the quality of online education at the COVID-19 pandemic situation by 799 

students from different academic institutions, schools, colleges, and 
universities. A Google web form has been utilized as the data gathering 

mechanism for this survey. This paper perused the prediction of online 

education through data mining and machine learning approaches in an online 

program. The data was collected through online questionnaires. To predict 
online education's satisfaction rate, four different types of classifiers are used 

e.g., logistic regression classifiers, k-nearest neighbors, support vector 

machine, naive Bayes classifiers. The key purpose of this research is to find 

out an answer to a question which is, "are the student's satisfied with starting 
the new online teaching system, or will it be an ambivalent effect for 

students in the future?". 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The year 2020 has been an unforgettable year in which coronavirus disease (COVID-19), the 

pestiferous ailment of COVID-19, is discovered by the city of Wuhan in the province of Hubei, China, for 

the first time on November 17, 2019 [1]. This epidemic has damaged the world's healthcare system and has 

an impact on the livelihood of all people. In December 2019, according to World Health Organization 

(WHO), in China, the pesticide distress COVID-19 was first detected [2]. On March 8, 2020, Bangladesh 

receives the first three cases of COVID-19 [3]. In order to obstruct the stretch of the disease, the government 

of Bangladesh decided that all of the communication shut off like museums, close to all educational 

institutions, restaurants, offices, markets, movie theatres, and maintain social distance. Shut down every 

country's border connection and travel. As a result of around more than 23.1 million students in the class 

were suspended in the COVID-19 situation. Many countries' education institutes started regular online 

teaching to students by Google Meet, Zoom, Ziteboard, Skype, Screencastify, and Facebook. In order to 

promote online education, keep running general education going on the university first started offering online 

education soon later started colleges and school institutions. Now google meet, Zoom and Facebook live 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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offer services deliver such as online teaching and classroom. However, we face some problem on online 

education platforms such as access to the internet limited, unavailability of electronic devices, lofty cost of 

the internet, speed of low internet, whether these virtual education platforms can meet the needs of students 

and teachers, whether network learning is capable of high-quality teaching and learning, online education can 

become an effective medium of special time education in Bangladesh and perspective of Bangladesh 

suggestion developed the network online education according to the research result. At present time, 

researchers in many countries are trying to figure out in their research how useful online learning methods 

are for students. According to a published research paper from Bangladesh Education Journal where they use 

150 students' data (public and private university) [4]. The result of this study is that e-learning is satisfied 

urban and rural area students, measuring the satisfaction level of e-learning of public and private university 

students. Also, many colleges and universities provide various tutorials for better understanding. However, 

COVID-19 pandemic situation, online education is largely conducted by teachers in their own institutions. 

Subsequent studies discussed the satisfaction of online learning or education platforms and did not focus on 

the quality of interaction. This paper is evaluated based on all the past information of the data in online 

education platforms in Bangladesh students. Are students satisfied with online education platforms? We used 

a logistic regression algorithm, linear regression model and saw which one gave me a better accuracy output 

in this method.  

 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Different researchers and scholars from different countries have conducted research on the success 

of online education and the development of their online education techniques. Many scholars and researchers 

in Bangladesh worked on online education systems. Following are some common studies that have been done 

on online education, Dutta and Smita [5] recently work on an online education system to discourse the impact 

of the tertiary education system through the students in Bangladesh. They collected 50 university student’s 

data semi-structured interviews and used data analysis methods. They find some problems of tertiary level 

education in Bangladesh and provide some essential information or steps that should be taken into this 

COVID-19 situation then it will be possible to give good education in future. Sultana and Nasring [6] 

identified the correlative factors that more affect students for higher education in Bangladesh, on the basis 

that they collected 182 students’ data from several public universities and private universities in Bangladesh. 

This study used binary logistic regression to predict the importance of the factor of student satisfaction. 

Predict facilities of bus service to find random sampling methods, urban and rural area student’s satisfaction 

level, they find accuracy level those students who are undergraduate. Also showed both male and female both 

university student’s satisfaction level. Uddin et al. [7] discussed only the one public university that's Dhaka 

university students in Bangladesh among 417 data collected and only analyzed 388 students. The study's 

main focus is the quality of online service and information impact of online teaching and impacts online 

teaching and how to improve to deliver better online education teaching and platform to students. Uddin and 

his team used SMART-PLS 3.0 software, structural equation modelling (SEM) method to find more precise 

estimated values and used Delone and Mclean information system success model (DMISM) model. Uddin 

and his team interpretation that student’s satisfaction is 44%. For higher education students who are getting 

graduated, Uddin used multiple regression to predict the satisfaction and adept 9-factor model in this paper. 

Mahonta et al. [8] shows a model study has been done on 250 students at a degree college Dinajpur, 

Bangladesh. Mahonta and team used a study model of RATER or SERVQUAL. And used SPSS (v, 23) 

software to find the mean of the result. Mahonta and team highlighted the limitations of this study. Many 

students do not share their right to counsel. Lack of personal understanding mistake. And one of the biggest 

limitations is data samples. Abdelkader et al. [9] indicated the best approach as well as the ideal 

dimensionality of the feature subset. The current study's findings clearly corroborate the well-known link 

between a small number of characteristics and higher predictive accuracy. The utility of feature selection 

(FS) for high-accuracy student satisfaction level (SSL) prediction is amazing, as the relevant set of attributes 

can effectively aid in the development of constructive teaching initiatives. This research results in an  

80 percent reduction in feature size and a 100 percent increase in classification accuracy. Baturay and 

Yukselturk [10] collected 189 surveys on Dropout Students about Online Education Program. They use  

k-nearest neighbor (k-NN), decision tree (DT), naive Bayes (NB), and neural network (NN) algorithm for 

prediction. They got 87%, 79.7%, 76.8%, and 73.9% for 3-NN, DT, NN, and NB. They got 63% accuracy 

but after preprocessing they got 83% accuracy. Driscoll et al. [11] studied about 20 undergraduate students 

about the course Web-based Multimedia Development. They use k-NN, DT, and NB, and they got 78% 

accuracy. Amerieh et al. [12] predict student’s online academic curricular. They propose a new model for 

data mining techniques. They use NB, DT, and NN algorithm for prediction. They got 25.8% accuracy but 

after testing the newcomer student they got more than 80% accuracy. Chen et al. [13] collected 800 surveys 
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on user satisfaction with online education. They use back propagation (BP) neural network algorithm for 

prediction data and the prediction accuracy reached 77.5%. Also, Saifuzzaman et al. [14] mentioned in their 

research the current situation and recent case studies of COVID-19 overall Bangladesh where Rahman et al. 

[15] found out the impact of mental health in this situation, and Shetu et al. [16] proposed an effective  

e-learning framework, from where we intend to do our research and predict a handsome accuracy and 

furthermore, Shetu et al. [17] found a way to predict student’s academic performance through data mining 

technique.  

 

 

3. RAISED MODEL 

All researchers get below ninety percent of accuracy but in our research, we get up to ninety percent 

score. In our research to classify the student’s satisfaction rate, we have to use linear regression, k-NN, 

support vector machine (SVM), and naive Bayes classifiers. Here use sixteen variables to classify the 

satisfaction rate. But we have prioritized some variables to classify. In this study, we get 799 data from 

students and around 160 pieces of data used to check to predict our classification. This research use tow set 

of data one is the tanning data set and other is the testing data set. Pre-process the data and fit in algorithm 

and finally evaluate the performance table; Figure 1 represents the model of procedure in our work.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Procedure of satisfaction on online education using machine in COVID-19 situation 

 

 

3.1.  Model of machine learning  

An algorithm machine learning is a development area of research which is the perturbation of how 

many to set up computer programs with the question that automatically enhance with experience. At present, 

successfully developed many machine learning applications. Databases may apprehend valuable implicit 

regularities in problems that can be discovered automatically by specifically machine learning. Analyzing 

outcomes of given databases. A set of categories a new case belongs to a classification problem consists of 

recognizes to which given for training used a historical data, whose class or category membership is known 

which contains an example. In this study, four supervised machine learning algorithms have been used to a 

dataset having information from students who are satisfied or not and model able to predict their disease 

outcome. 

 

3.1.1. Logistic regression classifier 

Logistic regression is a predictive analysis. Logistic regressions are used to describe data and 

explain the link between one binary variable dependent and one or more independent variables named, 

ordinal, interval, or ratio-level. Input value "x" is linearly compounded to predict output value "y," by weight 

or coefficient value. The main difference between the output value model and the linear regression is that it is 

a binary {0 𝑜𝑟 1} value instead of a numeric number. For one observation, here 𝑧(𝑦 = 1 = 𝑛𝑜) = 𝛼 or 𝑧(𝑦 =
0 = 𝑦𝑒𝑠) = 1 − 𝛼. In 𝑛 independent observations the number of successes 𝑝 follows the binomial 

distribution of β and α-parameters as illustrated in (1): 
 

𝑧 (𝑝, 𝛼) = ( 
𝑛
𝑝 ) 𝛼𝑝(1 − 𝛼)𝑝 (1) 
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where p=1, 2, 3….𝑛 and distribution the binomial expected value is F(y). Binomial data are described by (2). 

 

𝑉 (𝛼(𝑥) = 𝛾 + 𝛽𝑥 (2) 

 

Consider the regression logistic function is used to determine frequencies or calculate data. Such as data 

generally parade a function distribution for the probability to calculate a number α of events in a given 

transient ever and anon, knowing the average number ω of events in that interval. The prediction function is 

shown in (3). 

 

𝑓 (𝛼) =
1

1+ 𝜔 −(𝛼 ) (3) 

 

3.1.2. k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) classification 

k-NN is a classification and non-perimeter approach in which unfamiliar figures are compared to 

those from the training set and taken into class in line with the training illustration. Hence, elements of an n-

dimensional space can be classified into K sets. It is defined by the user in order to obtain a better 

classification also represents the number of neighbors where K is a number of parameters. k-NN 

classification is counted based on a vote of the K-neighbors closest to each of the points. The best parameter 

k value is 5 or sometimes its value is 7 but a low value for K such as K=1, K=2, or K=3 can be noisy and 

lead to the effects of outliers in the k-NN model. Both classification and regression predictive problems  

k-NN can be used. In the industrial workplace in classification problems, it is used more widely. 

 

3.1.3. Naive Bayes (NB) classification 

NB classification represented as vectors of feature values where finite sets are drawn from the class 

labels and it is a simple technique that assigns class labels to problem instances. Therefore, a naive Bayes 

classifier is automatically acquired by only inclining the model of the numerical parameters. To the end, 

leading to a counting time complexity that is linear with reverence to the amount of training illustration. Only 

information about their resembling values and the variables is needed to estimate probabilities. Space 

efficient known as NB algorithm where necessary only the information provided by two-dimensional tables 

where each entry corresponds to a probability estimate of a particular variable for a given value. 

 

3.1.4. Support vector machine (SVM) classification 

SVM is a supervised learning algorithm, which is one of the popular and used for classification as 

well as regression both solving problems. In SVM algorithm, find the value or a point in n-dimensional space 

(where n is the number of features given dataset) with the value of every feature being the value of a 

particular coordinate. To the end SVM also provides satisfactory accuracy level.  

 

3.1.5. Selection  

This research study uses our data set to classify the four classifications algorithm and see which 

algorithm is giving a better result and all the above algorithms discuss in this paper. All algorithms perform 

and give a good score where the accuracy level was minimum above 80%. To this end, SVM and logistic 

regression both are given the closest accuracy. In the result part, we will show the all-model result, tables, 

and discuss them. 

 

3.2.  Data pre-processing  

Data pre-processing refers to the pre-phase of processing datasets. Generally, raw data sets are not 

able to perform according to the algorithm and generate expected outcomes. So according to our research 

data pre-processing is required. In this phase, we have collected 799 surveys. And to preprocess we sort our 

data in Google Spreadsheet. Then we converted each data to a numeric value then we organized each data to 

check the accurate prediction rate. Besides, we have preprocessed data on WEKA. First, we upload. CSV file 

on WEKA, then we convert it into .arff file which is denoted as attribute file format with the end goal to 

classify our accuracy of prediction as shows in Table 1. We have received the Table 1 data through various 

questionnaires mentioned in Table 2. We use basic few questions attempts and throw out the student via 

online which is clearly demonstrate by Table 2 survey questionaries. 

 

3.3.  Predict correlation coefficient 

The relationship between the relative movements of two variables to measure known as the method 

is the correlation coefficient. The range is between 1.0 to -1.0 of the values. Calculated the number if there 

was an error in the correlation measurement that means the number greater than 1.0 or less than -1.0. A 
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perfect negative correlation shows -1.0, while 1.0 shows a perfect positive correlation. If a correlation of 0.0 

shows no linear relationship between the movements of the two variables. Similarly, Figure 2 explains the 

heat-map of the high-frequency value during the analysis period. The darker shades of light blue in the  

heat-map indicate the satisfaction point that had high frequency in the online education platform. For 

Instance, age, platform, pcib, ocib, st indicating the how for this internally involve in the online learning. In 

this COVID-19 period online calling and video calling increasing day by day and its show in the platform 

table. And also increasing internet using or browsing which has been showing the heat map. Platform 

connected to age and institute to show the dark light blue color. 

 

 

Table 1. Processing data by excel sheet 
Gender Age Institute Hour IU Cost Net platform better pcib ocib st tc syp satisfied 

1 22 3 6 0 700 3 3 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 

0 23 3 3 0 700 1 3 1 0 0 2 3 2 1 

0 24 3 3 0 500 3 3 1 0 1 2 4 0 1 

1 22 3 6 0 600 5 3 1 0 0 7 1 0 1 

0 24 3 3 0 500 3 3 1 1 1 3 3 0 1 

 

 

Table 2. Inquisition of classification and subject of content based on survey questioners 
Classification of inquisition Subject of content 

Which one is better? Physical class, Online class 

Which costs you more money for educational purposes? Physical class, Online class 

Why physical class is better? Understood better, Good conversation, Concentrate better 

Why online class is better? Anytime attend class, the teacher can be contacted at any time, 

No transportation problem 

Feedback of student understanding to teaching Percentage of number 

Teacher and student communication? Percentage of number 

Are you satisfied in online education Yes, no 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Show high-frequency key-word correlation coefficient representation the satisfaction value on this 

during online classes in COVID-19 
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4. DATA AND RESULT ANALYSIS  

In this modern era technology e.g., internet of things (IoT) [18], data mining [19], [20], neural 

network [21] and machine learning [22]–[25] and so on plays a vital role where in our study we worked on 

data mining to predict our desire result to contribute the research area. In this part, we are analysis result data 

which check into cross-validation then convert to binary formation and the learning algorithms in terms of 

accuracy of evaluating the performance. We see recall, precision F1-score and accuracy table, and also 

receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. These all metrics are detailed below.  

 

4.1.  Performance evaluation metrics  

A confusion matrix is a technique of a classification algorithm for abbreviating the performance. 

Accuracy of classification alone can be confusing if you have an unequal number of observations in each 

class or if you have more than two classes in a dataset [24] which a column and row for every class. The 

actual class score is the predicted class and the row in the column of each and every matrix shows the number 

of the test instance. Table 3 shows the confusing matrix which is we get from the value of the machine. 

Students are satisfied or not represent by {0, 1} here 0=Yes and 1=No. 

We get 2*2 confusion matrix for {0, 1} classes to explore the result of our research. Table 4 

represents the confusion binary matrix. The confusion matrix is shown in Table 4 of binary representation. In 

this study over 20%, which means 160 individuals' data are uses for testing and calculate the TN=true 

negative, FP=false positive FN=false negative, TP=true positive base on the test dataset and also find out the 

value of each of the particular model. 

 

 

Table 3. Cross validation check based on confusion matrix 
Model name Actual score Predicted score 

Logistic regression  0 0 1 

81 8 

1 2 69 

Naive Bayes 0 73 16 

1 8 63 

k-Nearest Neighbors 0 84 5 

1 8 63 

Support vector machine  0 81 8 

1 2 69 

 

 

Table 4. Representation of binary form of confusion metric 
Model name Actual class  TP TN FP FN 

Logistic regression  0 81 69 2 8 

1 69 81 8 2 

Naive Bayes 0 73 63 8 16 

1 63 73 16 8 

k-nearest neighbors 0 84 63 8 5 

1 63 84 5 8 

Support vector machine 0 81 69 2 8 

1 69 81 8 2 

 

 

4.2.  Precision metric 

Positive predictive value is also known as precision. Precision is a truly positive value and defined 

as the ratio of non-negative examples. A precise model predicted only the non-negative class, in cases precise 

model to be non-negative very likely. The precision matrix can be enumerated by the below formula. Based 

on this formula create a table and calculate the precision value is show Table 5.  

 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
 (4) 

 
4.3.  Recall metric 

Recall is also known as sensitivity. This metric is the result of recall measure how complete. An 

algorithm-wide breadth meaning that it has high recall takes a massive segment of the positives instance. The 

recall is enumerated as (5). 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
 (5) 
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4.4.  F1-score and accuracy 

F1 represents an interesting metric and seeks a balance between precision and recall when there is 

an uneven class distribution. Accuracy is the total number of samples to the ratio of the total number of 

correct value predictions. When it comes to a good pursuit, each class has an equal amount. 

 

𝐹1 = 2 ∗
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛×𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
∗ 100% (6) 

 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = (𝑇𝑁 + 𝑇𝑃)/(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁) (7) 

 

In this scenario of the part enumerate the F1 score by the following the method and find out the 

metric value for 0 and 1 both of each category. Already we have figure out the value of precision Table 5 and 

recall Table 6. Then enumerate the accuracy of the dataset which is means that how much accurate our data. 

Show in Table 7 logistic regression classification and SVM give 93.75% accuracy. 

 

 

Table 5. Result of precision value for each class  

0 and 1 
Model name Actual class Precision 

Logistic regression 0 0.975904 

1 0.896104 

Naive Bayes 0 0.901235 

1 0.7975 

k-nearest neighbors 0 0.9130435 

1 0.9265 

Support vector machine 0 0.975904 

1 0.971831 
 

Table 6. Result of recall value for each class  

0 and 1 
Model name Actual Class Recall 

Logistic regression 0 0.9101124 

1 0.972 

Naive Bayes 0 0.820225 

1 0.887324 

k-Nearest Neighbors 0 0.944 

1 0.887324 

Support vector machine 0 0.9101124 

1 0.971831 
 

 

 

According to Table 7 the same value of logistic regression and SVM but if we are beholden to the 

F1 score actual class (0, 1) then see the difference of the percent’s value, for the actual class value of logistic 

regression 0 is 94.1860 which is approximately 94.19 and 1 is 93.2479 which is approximately 93.35 and the 

value of SVM 0 is 94.1804 which is approximately 94.18 and 1 is 93.2374 which is approximately 93.24. To 

the end, find the logistic model give out the highest score, and classified the dataset. 

 

 

Table 7. Analysis the result of performance evaluation metrics and compare with F1 score by 0 and 1 
Classifier name Logistic regression Naive Bayes K-nearest neighbors Support vector machine 

Accuracy 93.75% 85.0% 91.88% 93.75% 

F1 score 0 94.19% 85.88% 92.83% 94.18% 

1 93.25% 84.002% 90.65% 93.24% 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

In this study, we collected student own experience data and a survey on online education platforms 

in Bangladesh during the COVID-19 pandemic situation. Thorough review and analysis of online student 

data, we have concluded that zoom and google meet provide high-quality service and some colleges take live 

classes to students through Facebook. Students pace some problems such as the inability to submit the 

education time, fall behind, and a video delay on the class time. We found a scientific ecological model index 

with elements that affect satisfaction and a measure of satisfaction by examining the questionnaires from it is 

based on the personal satisfaction of the students that they have realized through the online platform. In our 

examining result we get 93.75% accuracy in our dataset which predicted the majority of the student they are 

not satisfied in this running online classes and internet speed. 
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